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The characteristics of power produced from photovoltaic (PV) and Wind systems are based on the weather condition. Both the system are

very unreliable in itself without sufficient capacity storage devices like batteries or back-up system like conventional engine generators. The

reliability of the system significantly increases when two systems are hybridized with the provision of storage device. Even in such case,

sufficient battery bank capacity is required to provide power to the load in extended cloudy days and non-windy days. Therefore the optimal

sizing of system component represents the important part of hybrid power system. This paper summarizes recent trends of energy usage

from renewable sources. It discusses physical modeling of renewable energy systems, several methodologies and criteria for optimization

of the Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES). HRES is getting popular in the present scenario of energy and environmental crises. In

this paper, we present a comprehensive review on the current state of optimization techniques specifically suited for the small and isolated

power system based on the published literatures. The recent trend in optimization in the field of hybrid renewable energy system shows that

artificial intelligence may provide good optimization of system without extensive long term weather data.
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1. Introduction

Fossil fuels like coal, oil and natural gas are currently the world’s

primary energy sources. The heavy dependence on the fossil fuel in 20th

century largely reduced the natural reserve of it. Aware of its finite

reserve and adverse effect on environment, engineers and scientists are

increasingly trying to find and use alternative energy sources. The three

most widely used renewable alternative energy sources are hydro, wind

and photovoltaic (PV).

For isolated and remote places where chances of reaching national

grid is minimum because of technical and economic constraints,

renewable energy system is considered as an attractive alternative and

thus preferred in many regions and countries. Such power system can

be PV, wind and hydro or the combination of them. Such system can

also have backup devices like diesel generator and battery bank to meet

peak hour demand. Table 1 lists some characteristics of renewable

energy power system (REPS).

Electric power is vital for both economic and personal well-being.

A well-engineered renewable energy system can be cost effective,

highly reliable and can improve the quality of life.1 In most cases, solar

and wind energy complement each other, however both are

unpredictable because of instantaneous fluctuation of solar irradiation

and wind speed. A new hybrid system comprising of solar-wind and

hydro were implemented by Bhandari et al.2,3 in the remote village of

Nepal. Ahn et al.4 explored the characteristics of an off-grid hybrid

renewable energy system (HRES) and their implications regarding the

reliability of the system.

HRES is largely dependent on its components, thus an accurate
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Table 1 Characteristics of REPS

Advantages Disadvantages
Use free resources 

like the sun 
and wind for fuel

Renewable energy production is 
dependent on natural cycles

Operation and 
maintenance 

requirements are low

Initial cost of these systems are higher than 
comparably sized conventional generators

No problem of 
pollution or waste 
natural resources

Cannot handle the peak-loads well 
without energy storage
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modeling of each component of HRES provides tools to better

understand the performance and reliability of the system, assisting to

optimize HRES. The present paper comprehensively reviews the

various optimum sizing methods and optimization criteria of hybrid

power system based on small PV, wind, hydro and storage devices. For

a clear understanding, tables have been provided for various

optimization techniques and optimal designs. Mathematical models,

figures and flow charts have also been provided wherever necessary.

The paper will also discuss on the recent trend of world energy

scenario, and development on curbing the energy demand of future

with relevant references throughout this paper.

2. World Energy Scenario

World energy consumption is growing about 2.3% per year

according to Energy Information Administration.5 In Denmark, wind

generates about 20 percent of all electricity. Globally, wind supplies

less than one percent of electric power, but it is the fastest growing

energy source.

It is expected that the world’s energy consumption is grown by 53%

from 2008 to 2035.5 Fig. 1 shows the strong growth of the global

energy demand.

In Fig. 2, the US’s electricity generation by fuel is shown from 1990

to 2040. It can be seen that however renewable share will increase by

few percent, fossil fuels like coal and natural gas still dominates.

The global economy growth is highly dependent on whether the

increasing energy demand can be met or not. Fossil fuels are not evenly

distributed around the world, and regional or global conflicts may arise

from energy crisis if global economy heavily depends on them. Using

today’s conventional fuels, the global environment has been adversely

affected and the environment of some regions has been damaged

severely. This forces us to figure out the new techniques to harness

needed amount of energy.7 In Fig. 3, energy generation in the US by

various sources is shown.

Global demand for renewable energy continued to rise during 2011

and 2012, supplying an estimated 19% of global final energy

consumption in 2011. Other renewable energy (except hydropower)

grew 21.5% in 2012 to exceed 480GW. Globally, wind power

accounted about 39% of renewable power capacity in 2012, followed

by hydropower and solar PV, each accounting for approximately 26%.

PV global operating capacity surpassed 100GW in 2012.9 In 2011 and

2012, wind power added more capacity than any other renewable

energy.10 Fig. 4 shows the existing world capacity of PV and wind.

An estimated 30GW of new hydropower capacity was added in

Fig. 1 World energy consumption, 1990-2035 (quadrillion Btu)

(reused from ref. 5 with permission)

Fig. 2 US electricity generation by fuel, 1990-2040 (trillion kilowatt-

hours per year) (reused from ref. 6 with permission)

Fig. 3 Energy sources in the US (drawn using data from ref. 8)

Fig. 4 Wind power and PV power, existing world capacity (1996-

2012) (drawn using data from ref. 11)

Fig. 5 Existing hydro power capacity (2007-2012) and investment in

renewable energies (2004-2012) (drawn using data from ref. 11)
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2013, which is about 3% to an existing capacity. The investment in

renewable energy has been constantly rising except in the year 2012,

which is because of reduction in subsidies for wind and solar project

development in Europe and the US and falling technology cost of PV

and wind power. Fig. 5 shows the global investment in renewable

energies and the existing hydropower capacity.

3. Types of Small Power System

Small power systems are mostly used for providing power to

isolated and rural areas. Increase in mini-grids has risen parallel with

price reductions in solar, wind and inverter technologies. Depending on

the connection of power systems to the main grid, small power systems

can be broadly classified into grid-tied system and off-grid power

systems. Fig. 6 shows each type of power systems in detail.

3.1 Off-Grid Systems (Stand-Alone System)

Almost all the small power systems that are designed and optimized

to meet the power demand of remote places are off-grid power systems.

An off-grid systems does not have a connection to the main electricity

grid. Standalone systems vary widely in size and application from

wristwatches or calculators to remote building or spacecraft.

3.2 Grid Tied Systems

A grid connected system is connected to a larger independent grid

typically the public electricity gird12 and feeds energy directly into the

grid. The feeding of electricity into the grid requires the transformation

of DC into AC by a synchronizing grid-tie inverter (also called grid-

interactive inverter).

4. Hybrid Power Systems

Hybrid power systems are designed for the generation of electrical

power using number of power generation devices such as wind turbine,

PV, micro hydro and/or other conventional generators using fossil

fuels. Such systems can range from small system capable for providing

power for a single home to large system which can power a village or

an island. Hybrid power systems are thought to provide power to many

remote communities especially in the developing world where the

national grid is economically and technically not viable.

4.1 Photovoltaic System

Solar photovoltaic is now, after hydro and wind power, the third

most important renewable energy source in terms of globally installed

capacity. Solar panels convert solar energy from the sun directly into

useable electrical energy. The world’s largest individual PV power

plants are Agua Caliente Solar Project (Arizona, USA) and California

Valley Solar Ranch (USA). Both power plant produces more than

250MWP.
13,14 However because cost of solar panels are still high, their

use are limited to less than 1 percent of electricity generation

worldwide.

Because it cannot produce energy round the clock, there is always

the need of storage devices like battery bank. Among systems installed

in 2011, the median reported price was $6.13/W for residential and

small commercial systems up to 10kW, and $4.87/W for commercial

systems larger than 100kW as shows in Fig. 7.15

PV energy systems are termed as one of the cost effective solutions

to meet energy requirements of remote areas. Economic viability of

hybrid PV system for decentralized power generation has been carried

out and has proved its usefulness for small villages with up to 100

families.16 Muselli et al.17 studied on the system sizing of PV-hybrid

system including a back-up conventional diesel generator. The starting

and stopping thresholds of back-up generator were calculated with

respect to battery nominal storage capacity. El-Hefnawi18 used a

mathematical technique using FORTRAN programming language to

calculate minimum number of storage days and PV array area taking in

consideration of pre-operating time of the diesel-generator for hybrid

PV system. Shrestha and Goel19 demonstrated a method to find optimal

combination of PV array size and battery to meet the load. The load

and insolation was found out using statistical models.

A closed form solution approach to the problem of evaluating loss

of power supply probability (LPSP) of standalone PV battery hybrid

system was proposed by Abouzahr & Ramakumar.20 In iterative

optimization technique of hybrid PV system, optimal mix can be

decided on the basis of cost of electricity generated which is further

justified on the basis of extension from the nearest power line, the tilt

and azimuth angle. Performance of hybrid PV system is evaluated on

the basis of reliability of power supply under widely varying load

conditions. Egido and Lorenzo21 reviewed methods for computing

capacity of PV arrays and battery storage and suggested analytical

model based on loss of load probability (LOLP). Ru et al.22

determined the battery bank storage capacity in grid-connected PV

system.

Fig. 6 Classification of small power systems based on grid connection

Fig. 7 U.S. PV system price over time (redrawn and used from ref. 15

with permission)
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4.2 Wind System

Since early recorded history, people have been harnessing the

energy of the wind. Earlier use of wind power were to propel the boat,

pumping water or grinding grain. The first windmill used for the

production of electricity was built in Scotland in July 1887 by Prof

James Blyth of Anderson's College, Glasgow. Later in the winter of the

same year Charles Brush was also credited with being the first person

to use a wind powered machine to generate electricity in the US.23

In order to use hybrid wind energy system effectively and

economically, chosen site should have good potential of wind energy

throughout the year. At present, wind power is harnessed with small

and large wind turbines of various types and configurations. It is one

of the fastest growing alternative energy source. Unlike solar power, it

has longer operating time and can produce powers during cloudy days

and night.

Europe alone produces about 35,000 MW of electricity using wind

power. The limitation is that, when wind does not blow, these wind

turbines do not produce power. During such time to meet the demand

other power sources are needed. Hence both wind and solar needs a

storage devices to store surplus energy and use it when there is not

enough power produced to meet the demand. In contrast, the

comforting prospect is that people can generate their own energy to

meet their daily energy demand by installing small solar and/or wind

farm.

Feijoo et al.24 used wind speed distribution (Rayleigh) and found

out its impact on wind farms using Monte Carlo simulation. Li et al.25

used regression and artificial neural network models for the estimation

of wind turbine power curves. Salameh and Safari26 studied the effect

of the windmill’s parameters on the capacity factor based on long term

wind speed data. Capacity factor of wind turbine is one of the deciding

parameters to choose a particular type of wind turbine at the selected

site, as an essential component of hybrid wind system. The windmill

with the highest average capacity factor has been recommended

wherever possible. Boccard27 studied the discrepancy of realized values

and estimates of capacity factors. Celik28,29 proposed a simplified

algorithm to estimate yearly wind fraction based on the simulation

results of 8 year, hour-by-hour wind speed data of five different

locations. The method requires Weibull wind speed distribution

parameters on a monthly basis, the energy to load ratio and battery to

load ratio and some model parameters as input.

A closed form solution approach for evaluating LPSP of stand-alone

wind system with energy storage device was presented by Abouzahr &

Ramakumar.30 Karki and Billinton31 presented a simulation technique

generating probability indices using Monte Carlo simulation approach

which helped determine appropriate wind power penetration in an

existing power system considering economic and reliability aspect.

4.3 Hydro System

Water wheels are the predecessor of modern day turbine used to

convert the hydraulic power into mechanical power and further into

electrical power using generator. The evolution of the modern

hydropower turbine began in the mid-1700s when a French hydraulic

and military engineer, Bernard Forest de Bélidor wrote Architecture

Hydraulique.32 In 1880, a brush arc light dynamo driven by a water

turbine was used to provide theatre and storefront lighting in Grand

Rapids, Michigan; and in 1881, a brush dynamo connected to a turbine

provided street lighting at Niagara Falls, New York. These two projects

used direct-current technology. The world’s first hydroelectric plant

(1882) is located in Appleton, Wisconsin, which produces 12.5kW.

World hydroelectric power generation has risen steadily by an

average of 3 percent annually over the past four decades. In 2011,

roughly 16 percent of global electricity has been provided by

hydropower from over 160 countries. Countries like Norway, Paraguay,

Ethiopia, Venezuela, Bhutan and Nepal get the greatest share of their

electricity from hydropower.33

Unlike unpredictable and rapidly fluctuating solar and wind power,

hydro power has a long seasonal cycle. The water flowing in the rivers

and streams change slowly according to seasons of the year. Hence the

need of energy storage device is not required. It was the most widely

used form of renewable energy, accounting for 16 percent of global

electricity generation in 2010.34

4.4 Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES)

The first village hybrid power systems consisting of PV and diesel

generator was installed on December 16, 1978 in Papago Indian

Village, Schuchuli, Arizona, USA. The power produced by the system

was used for providing electricity for community refrigerator, washing

machine, sewing machine, water pumps and lights until an electric grid

was extended to the village in 1983.35

In recent years, more than one renewable form of energy are being

used in HRES. Micro hydro power (MHP), PV and small Wind power

sources with or without energy storage devices are widely used for

providing electric power to consumers in remote areas. Different

alternative energy resources have different production characteristics

such as, water in river changes flow according to the seasons, the solar

irradiation is greater in summer than winter and higher in day and non

at night and similarly wind speed is greater in summer etc. This is why

they are usually used in hybrid system configurations. 

The advantages of the HRES are as follow:

· Two or more renewable energy sources can be integrated in one

system, based on the local renewable energy potential 

· No any form of emission is produced from all renewable energy

hybrid system (like PV, Wind and Hydro integrated)

· Modular (PV and wind system) are easy to install and in most

case needs no design for domestic use.

· Smaller hybrid systems are cheaper than larger and complex

systems like nuclear system.

· Small hybrid system is best suited for off-grid electrification

· Fuel for HRES is abundant, free and inexhaustible hence electric

energy produced by these system is independent of fuel price

Standalone commercial PV or wind systems do not produce power

round the clock and throughout the year. Combining PV and wind has

the benefit of reduced battery bank capacity and diesel requirements (in

case it has conventional generator as back up) among other benefits.

However, for better performance of hybrid PV-Wind system, good

potential of solar irradiation as well as wind energy is a must at the site.

Factors like environmental factors, PV capacity (the number of PV

panel), wind generator capacity (the size of wind generator), storage

device capacity (the number of battery), generation site (distance

between power plant and consumer), etc. play an important role in
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operation, maintenance and cost of the hybrid PV/wind - diesel system.

Nehrir et al.,36 reported the evaluation of general performance of

stand-alone hybrid PV/wind system using computer-modeling

approach (MATLAB/Simulink).

Lim37 presented a method to design the optimal combination and

unit sizing for wind-PV and tide hybrid system. Notton et al.,38

presented a mathematical model for sizing hybrid PV system on the

basis of LOLP. The authors have highlighted that the optimal solution

can be obtained if PV contributed for 75% of the energy requirements.

Elhadidy and Shaahid39 analyzed hybrid system consisting PV, wind,

diesel generator with battery backup in hybrid energy system. They

studied the impact of variation of PV array area, number of wind

generator and battery storage capacity of HRES.

Chedid et al.40 proposed decision support technique for policy

maker about the influencing factors in the design of grid linked hybrid

PV-wind power system. They used analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to

quantify various parameters that lead to confusion in planning hybrid

system. Their study was based on political, social, technical, and

economical issues.

The block diagram of a stand-alone hybrid MHP-PV-WG is shown

in Fig. 8. A hybrid charge controller is used to connect two power

sources (PV-WG). Depending on the load the excess power is used to

charge the battery bank. The battery bank is used to store the surplus

energy and to supply the power to the load in case of insufficient power

generation from the hybrid system. The inverter (DC/AC) is required

to change the DC voltage to AC voltage to meet the consumer load

demand. The outputs of all battery chargers, the battery bank and the

DC/AC converter input terminals are connected in parallel. The

instantaneous change in solar irradiation and wind speed characteristics

highly influences the energy production thus a careful design is needed

for hybrid system for reliable power supply to the consumers under

varying atmospheric condition. In the same way a careful design should

be made to keep the system cost low.

4.5 Future of Hybrid Renewable Energy Systems

Over 1 billion people still lack access to electricity. The United

Nations General Assembly declared the decade 2014-2024 as the

Decade of Sustainable Energy for All, underscoring the importance of

energy issues for sustainable development and for the elaboration of the

post-2015 development agenda.41

In a distributed hybrid systems, power is produced at or close to the

point of use. Distributed energy systems avoid the costs and losses of

transmission and distribution. Therefore, there is need to identify

locations for installing PV and wind energy systems and their

interconnections with the utility grid, in order to minimize the cost of

electricity without disturbing the existing network.

Renewables play a major role in the energy demand in many

countries around the world. In recent years, prices of renewable energy

technologies, primarily wind and solar continues to fall, making

renewable increasingly competitive with the other conventional energy

technologies.

Two most important concerns for any hybrid systems are the

system’s power reliability during varying environmental condition and

the overall cost of the system. Most of the authors tried to optimize

either or both of it. A detail bubble diagram of the scope of the paper

is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of typical hybrid micro hydro power

(MHP)-PV-Wind systems

Fig. 9 A scope diagram showing the coverage of this review paper
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5. Mathematical Modeling

A hybrid power generation system might consist of renewable energy

conversion system like wind turbine, PV array, hydro turbine, fuel cells

and other conventional generator like diesel generator, micro turbine and

storage devices like battery. A hybrid power system might consist all or

part of it. To accurately size the individual components of the system,

simulation of the system under real operating condition like appropriate

weather, insolation, wind speed and loads is necessary. The components

and subsystems of a HRES are interconnected to optimize the whole

system. The design of a hybrid system will depend on several

requirements like location, standalone or grid tied, DC or AC load etc.

Usually, most of distributed hybrid systems are designed to supply power

to houses or small community for basic electrical use like elementary lighting,

radio and televisions, small domestic electrical appliances, street lighting, etc.

While HRES consists strictly of renewable energies only. The main

objective in case of HRES is to utilize maximum proportion of

renewable energy, other factors includes the financial investment,

reliability and durability.

The first step in optimization of hybrid system performance is the

modeling of individual components. Bhandari et al.42 provided

comprehensive mathematical modeling of HRES comprising of small

hydro-solar and wind power systems. Modeling process enables to

recognize and improve understanding of a situation, identify the

problem and support the decision making. The details of modeling

are reflected by its correct prediction of performance, however it is

too complex or extremely time consuming to design a perfect model.

A sufficiently appropriate model should be tradeoff between

complexity and accuracy. Performance of individual component is

either modeled by deterministic or probabilistic approaches.43

General methodology for modeling HRES like PV, wind, diesel

generator and battery are described below:

5.1 PV Array Modeling

The most common model used to predict energy production in PV

cell modeling is the single diode circuit model shown in Fig. 10.44-46

Single-diode PV cell model without shunt resistance is known as ideal

single-diode model (ISDM).

Depending on the availability of shunt resistance (Rsh), the output

current in the single diode PV cell model can be modeled using equations

1, 2 and 3. However two-diode PV cell is also common. Salam et al.47

utilized two-diode PV model to represent PV cell.

(1)

(2)

(3)

where I is output current (A), I0 is inverse saturation current which

depends on temperature, Iph is photocurrent (A) which depends on solar

radiation and cell temperature, V is output voltage, Rs is series

resistance, k is the Boltzmann constant, q is electron charge (1.6×10-19

C), Tc is the cell temperature, n is the usual ideality factor, and Ns is the

number of cells in series. The power produced by the PV is the product

of the current and voltage.

The input energy to the PV system is normal and diffuse solar

radiation which depends on position of sun in the sky and the time of the

year. Equation 4 can be used to find the total radiation on the solar cell.

(4)

where Ib is normal radiations, and Id is diffuse solar radiation, Rd is

the tilt diffuse factor and Rr is tilt factor for reflected solar radiations.48

Hourly power output from PV system Psj (kW) with an area Apv

(m2) on an average day of jth month is given by equation 5,49 when total

solar radiation of ITj (kW/m2) is incident on the PV surface.

(5)

where system efficiency η is given by equation 6.50

(6)

ηm is module efficiency which is given by equation 7.51

(7)

ηr is module reference efficiency, ηpc is power conditioning efficiency,

Pf is power factor, β is array efficiency, Tr is reference temperature, Tc

is monthly average cell temperature, which can be calculated using

equation 8.

(8)

where,

(9)

Ta is instantaneous ambient temperature, NOCT is normal operating cell

temperature, IT,NOCT = 800W/m2 for a wind speed of 1m/s. PV module

performance is highly influenced by solar insolation and module

temperature. A simplified model proposed by Zhou52 is presented below.

(10)

(11)
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Fig. 10 A single diode PV cell model
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where voc is normalized value of the open-circuit voltage Voc with

respect to the thermal voltage Vt = nkT/q, n is the ideality factor (1 <

n < 2), T is the PV module temperature, α is the factor responsible for

all the non-linear effects that the photocurrent depends on; β is a PV

module technology specific-related dimensionless coefficient and γ is

the factor considering all the non-linear temperature-voltage effects.

Above equation 11 represent the maximum power-output for a

single PV module. For a real system, the voltage and current is usually

scaled-up by connecting PV modules in series and parallel to tailor the

PV array. The maximum power output of the PV array is given by

equation 12.

(12)

where Ns, Np and PM are PV modules in series, parallel and PV module

power respectively.

5.2 Wind Turbine Modeling

Power output of wind turbine generator at a specific site depends on

wind speed at hub height and speed characteristics of the turbine. Wind

speed at hub height can be calculated by using power-law equation 13.

(13)

Vz and Vi are the wind speed at hub and reference height Z and Zi, and

x is a power law exponent which is a function of both the atmospheric

stability in the layer over which x is determined to be valid and the

underlying surface characteristics.53 For e.g. x is 1/7 for open land.54

The fundamental equation governing the mechanical power output

of the wind turbine is given by equation 14.

(14)

where ρ is the air density (kg/m3), A is the swept area of the rotor

blades (m2), V is the velocity of wind (m/sec) and Cp is the power

coefficient of the wind turbine. The theoretical maximum value of the

power coefficient Cp is 0.593, also known as Betz’s coefficient.55

Which is often expressed as the function of the rotor tip-speed to wind-

speed ratio (λ) given by equation 15.

(15)

where ω is angular velocity (rad/sec) of turbine and R is the turbine

radius (m). Fig. 11 shows characteristics of power output from a wind

turbine with steady wind speed.

Cut-in speed is a very low wind speed at which the turbine first

starts to rotate and generate power. Cut-out speed is the high wind

speed at which the forces on the turbine structure is high so that there

is a risk of the damage to the rotor, to prevent damage, braking system

is employed to bring the rotor to stand-still. Rated output speed is the

wind speed between cut-in speed and cut-out speed where the power

output reaches the maximum limit that the electrical generator is

capable of and is called rated power output.

The mechanical energy trapped by the wind turbine blades is

coupled with the electrical generator. Power output Pwind (kW/m2) from

wind turbine generator can be calculated using equation 16.

(16)

where, PR is the rated electrical power, vC is the cut-in wind speed,

vR is the rated wind speed, vF is the cut-off wind speed. The wind

turbine performance calculations need to take into account the effects

of wind turbine installation height. Actual power available from wind

turbine can be calculated using equation 17.

(17)

where Awind is the total swept area, and η is efficiency of wind turbine

generator and corresponding converters.56

5.3 Engine Generator Modeling

If the load requirements are higher than the generated power by

renewable energy systems with battery bank, then load requirements

should be met by operating back-up conventional generator like engine

generator in HRES. An engine generator set can be divided into three

main components: the prime mover, which includes an engine with a

speed governor, the synchronous generator and the automatic voltage

regulator.57

To determine rated capacity of the engine generator to be installed

following guidelines must be followed.38

1. If the engine generator is directly connected to load, then the

rated capacity of the generator must be at least equal to the

maximum load.

2. If the engine generator is used as a battery charger, then the

current produced by the generator should not be greater than CAh/

5 A, where CAh is the ampere hour capacity of the battery. El-

Hefnawi18 reported that generator operated at 70-90% of full

load is economical.

5.4 Modeling of Battery Bank and Its Performance

Battery bank is a back-up energy storage system (for certain days

known as days of autonomy) which is carefully sized to meet the load

demand in the times of insufficient or unavailability of energy from the

HRES. Days of autonomy might be as less as two days. Battery sizing

depends on factors such as maximum depth of discharge, temperature
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Fig. 11 Wind turbine power characteristics
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correction, rated battery capacity and battery life. Required battery

capacity in ampere hour can be calculated using equation 18.58

(18)

where Ec is the load in ampere hour (Ah), Ds is the battery

autonomy days, DODmax is the maximum battery depth of discharge

(for deep cycle battery maximum DOD is 80%), ηt is the temperature

correction factor. When the total output of HRES is greater than the

energy demand, the battery bank is in charging state otherwise in

discharging state. The charge quantity of battery bank at the time t can

be calculate by using equation 19.59

(19)

where EB(t) and EB(t−1) are the charge quantities of battery bank at

the time t and (t−1), EGA(t) is the total energy generated by renewable

energy source after energy loss in controller, EL(t) is load demand at the

time t, ηinv and hbat are the efficiency of inverter and charge efficiency

of battery bank, s is the self-discharge rate which depends on the

accumulated charge and the state of battery health. Charge quantity of

battery bank is subjected to the constraints as shown in equation 20.

(20)

where  and  are the maximum and minimum charge

quantity of battery bank.

For HRES, most important battery characteristics are the battery

lifetime, DOD, the maintenance requirements, state of charge (SOC)

and the floating charge voltage. For optimization of the HRES, all

these characteristics must be considered. However because of

complexity in integrating all in optimization tool, SOC and the

floating charge voltage were taken in consideration during

optimization in ref. 60. To know the SOC of the battery at time (t),

the SOC at (t−1), the charging and discharging time and the current

should be known in advance. The SOC of the battery at time (t) can

be calculated using equation 21.61

(21)

where  is the nominal capacity of the battery, (Ah), and ηbat is

the battery charging and discharging efficiency (usually round-off

efficiency of charging and discharging efficiency).

6. HRES Optimization Methods

A well designed simulation program permits to determine the

optimum size of battery bank, PV array, Wind turbine, Hydro

generation capacity and other generation system for an autonomous or

grid integrated HRES for a given load and a desired LPSP based on

various criteria. Some of the criteria are minimum cost of the system,

minimum capacity of system and storage devices, maximum power

generation, and minimum LPSP and minimum LOLP.

Various optimization techniques such as graphical construction,54,62

probabilistic approach,43 iterative technique, artificial intelligence (AI),

dynamic programming, linear programming63,64 and multi-objective were

used by researchers to optimize hybrid PV/wind energy system. Table 2

shows detail of optimization techniques used by various authors.

6.1 Graphical Construction

Problem with two design variables can be solved by observing

graphically how they change with respect to one another. All constraint

functions are plotted in the same chart. By visual inspection of the

feasible region, the optimized point on the graph can be identified after

objective function contours are drawn.

Markvart et al.65 used a long time series of solar radiation where the

optimal sizing was determined by a superposition of contributions from

climatic cycles of low daily solar radiation. Ai et al.,59 presented

method for optimum size of hybrid PV/wind energy system.

Performance of hybrid PV/wind energy system was determined on

hourly basis; by fixing the wind generators capacity. Annual LOLP

with different capacity of PV array and battery bank were calculated

and optimum configuration (cost and LPSP) was found by drawing a

tangent to the trade-off curve.
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Table 2 Various optimization techniques

Optimization techniques Optimized elements References Remarks
Graphical Construction Battery and PV array 54, 62, 65 Normally used for two parameters
Probabilistic approach Performance of hybrid-system 43, 66-69 Based on statistical approach of data collection

Deterministic approach Standalone PV with battery bank 58, 70
Using equations for determining specific values 
using a constant parameters.

Iterative approach
a. Hill climbing
b. Dynamic Programming
c. Linear Programming
d. Multi objective

Hybrid solar-wind system
63, 71-74

69
75

75, 76

Based on LPSP to find possible combination of 
solar-wind combination

Artificial Intelligence
a. Genetic Algorithm
b. Particle Swarm 
c. Fuzzy Logic
d. Artificial Neural Network
e. Hybrid model

Hybrid solar-wind system with 
battery bank

60, 77-80
81-84

85
25, 86

87

Based on Evolution technique

Software based
a. HOMER 88-91

Input file with all necessary information is supplied. 
The software takes care of other things.
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6.2 Probabilistic Approach

In probability approach, randomness is present depending on the

collected data thus variable states are not described by unique values,

but rather using one of the statistical tools.

Optimum size of hybrid PV/wind energy system can be calculated

on an hourly basis or daily average power per month, the day of

minimum PV power per month, and the day of minimum wind power

per month. Two advantages of this method are that the cost and time

of environmental and load data collection are minimum.

6.2.1 Hourly Average Generation Capacity Method

In this method, the hourly average wind, insolation, and power

demand are used for optimization of the system sizing. This calculation

is based on the average annual monthly data of sun and the wind. The

size of the photovoltaic and wind components is given by the following

equations.63 The objective function (Fc) which is to be minimized is

given by equation 22.

(22)

where Cc is the capital cost and Cm is the annual maintenance cost.

In order to have good balance over a time, the difference (∆P) between

power generated (Pgen) and power demand (Pdem) should be minimum.

(23)

6.2.2 Most Unfavorable Month Method

In this method, the size of the PV and Wind generators is calculated in

the most unfavorable month. The unfavorable irradiation month and

unfavorable wind speed month are determined based on the available

data.92,93 The size Ai (m
2) of PV or wind component is given by equation 24.

(24)

where m = 1,…,12 represents the month of the year, ELoad is the load

of particular month and Ei,m is wither monthly energy produced by the

system (PV or wind) per unit area. The total energy produced by the

generators (PV, wind) and supplied to the load is expressed as equation

25-26.

(25)

(26)

where fi is the fraction of the load supplied by the generator (i).

6.3 Deterministic Approach

In deterministic approach, every set of variable states is uniquely

determined by parameters in the model and by sets of previous states

of these variables, thus there is always unique solution for given

parameters, unlike probabilistic approach. Bhandari and Stadler70

calculated system size and cost for PV system installed in Nepal.

6.4 Iterative Approach

Iterative approach is a mathematical procedure generally performed

using computer that generated a sequence of improving approximate

solution for the optimization problem until a termination criteria is

reached. As the number of optimization variables rises, the

computation time increases exponentially when using this approach. Li

et al.74 used this approach to optimize PV-wind-battery HRES based on

the minimization of life cycle cost.

6.5 Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the branch of computer science that

studies and develops intelligent machines and software. Russell and

Norvig94 define AI as “the study and design of intelligent agents” where

an intelligent agent takes actions that maximize the chance of success.

AI consists of branches such as artificial neural networks (ANN),

genetic algorithms (GA), fuzzy logic (FL) and hybrid systems

combining two or more of the above branches. The appropriate use of

intelligent technologies leads to useful systems with improved

performance or other characteristics that cannot be achieved through

traditional methods.95

6.5.1 Optimization with Genetic Algorithm

GA is a dynamic search technique used in computing to find true or

approximate solutions for the optimization and search problems. GA

are categorized as global search heuristics. GA are a particular class of

evolutionary algorithms that use techniques inspired by evolutionary

biology such as inheritance, mutation, selection and recombination.

A typical GA requires two things to be defined:

a. A genetic representation of the solution domain

b. A fitness function to evaluate the solution domain

GA might be useful in problem domains that have a complex fitness

landscape that a traditional hill climbing algorithm might fail. The flow

chart of the GA optimization process for HRES is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Xu et al.80 used GA with elitist strategy for optimally sizing a

standalone hybrid PV/Wind power system for a year (8760 hours).

Their main objectives were to minimize the total capital cost of the

system with constrained LPSP.

Fc Cc Cm+=

P∆ Pgen Pdem–=

Ai max
ELoad m,

Ei m,

-----------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞=

ΣEiAi ELoad=

Ei Ai× fi ELoad×=

Fig. 12 Flow chart of typical Genetic algorithm consisting of PV-Wind

and Hydro models
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6.6 Software based Approach

One of the popular commercial software for designing and

analyzing hybrid power system is HOMER of National Renewable

Energy Laboratory (NREL)/USA. Solar insolation, electrical load,

hybrid generator technical details, costs, constraints, controls and type

of dispatch strategy are used as the input to the HOMER software.

Hrayshat91 carried out a detailed techno-economic analysis using

HOMER software to design an optimal hybrid PV-diesel-battery

system for remote house in Jordan.

Further information regarding the optimizing methods used in

HRES, detailed references for each type of optimization methods are

listed in Table 2.

7. Optimal Design Criteria for HRES

HRES system sizing involves finding the cheapest combination of

all generators size (renewable generator and conventional generator)

and storage capacity that will meet the anticipated demand load with

the minimum acceptable level of security. A number of design criteria

based on economic, reliability, load etc. have been adopted by

researchers for optimally designing HRES. The details of HRES

optimal design criteria is listed in Table 3. In the following section,

commonly used design criteria are briefly discussed.

7.1 Cost of the Energy

For a hybrid system, the life time of the plant is generally assumed

to be 20 years and the battery bank is normally replaced every 5 years.

The cost of the energy also depends on capital cost, operation &

maintenance costs, depreciation period and energy produced in one

year, the potential down trend of equipment cost with rising volumes

etc. A simple cost calculation relation is given by equation 27.

(27)

where, CE is energy cost, CCap is capital cost for HRES generator and

storage device, R is annual discount rate for capital costs, ETot is total

energy generated and CO&M is annual operation and maintenance costs.

Number of researchers have extensively used cost of electricity

generated as a deciding term to evaluate HRES configuration, at the

predefined LOLP. The cost per kWh has been found useful for the

evaluation of HRES. Cost of electricity per kWh is given by equation 28.

(28)

where CTotal is the total annual cost incurred to produce total annual

electricity generation ETotal in kWh.

7.2 Life Cycle Cost

Whole-life-cost or life cycle cost (LCC) of HRES, refers to the total

cost incurred over the productive life of the system. LCC have been

used to decide economic feasibility of the system. The system with

lowest LCC is always preferred. LCC is either calculated with or

without accounting depreciation of the system using equation 29 and

30.16

(29)

(30)

where PV and PVD are present value of the system without and with

depreciation respectively, t is the time of analysis, i is the interest rate

per year, Ct is the cost in year t, m is the maintenance cost of the

system, and D is the present value of depreciation.

7.3 Loss of Power Supply Probability (LPSP)

This sizing method consists of determining the optimal number of

the batteries, the photovoltaic modules, wind generator capacity and

other renewable generator according to the optimization principle

knowing the reliability of power supply. Reliability of power supply is

based on the concept of the probability of loss of power supply from

hybrid system that is unable to meet the load demand.

LPSP can be defined as the long-term average fraction of the loss

that is not supplied by a power system.54 LPSP of 1 means that load is

never satisfied while LPSP of 0 means that load is always satisfied.97

The methodology for LPSP can be summarized in two steps:

a. During the extra power generated from the HRES, the surplus

power is used to charge the battery and new state of charge

(SOC) is calculated until the battery capacity is full. Additional

energy after full charge of battery is not used for productive

work.

b. During the deficiency of power generated from HRES, energy

stored in the battery is used to meet the demand load, and new

SOC is calculated until the battery bank capacity drops to the

minimum level until the hardware disconnects from the load.

In terms of SOC of batteries, the LPSP can be found using equation 31.

(31)

i.e., the probability of the state of charge at any moment t, within the

time period T, to be less or equal to the minimal level of the supplied

energy in battery EBmin. EB(t) is the energy stored in the battery at any

moment (t).

7.4 Loss of Load Probability

Loss of load (LOL) is defined as the HRES inability to meet the

CE CCap
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Table 3 Methods of sizing of hybrid systems

Optimization based on Objective Function References

Economy

Capital cost 54, 80
Annualized 

cost of system
73

Operation 75, 96

Reliability
LPSP 60, 80
LOLP 56

Techno-economic analysis System cost 35, 60, 91
Yearly/ monthly/ hourly average method 63
Most unfavorable month method 92, 93
Load

a. Constant Load
b. Variable Load

60, 80
68
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daily peak load. A LOL occurs whenever the system load exceeds the

available generating capacity.98 The overall probability that there will be a

shortage of power (loss of power) is called loss of load probability (LOLP)

which is expressed in terms of days per year, hours per day or percentage

of time. The LOLP measure was first introduced by Calabrese.99 The

LOLP is given by the following set of equations 32-34.71

(32)

where

(33)

(34)

And Ineeded(t) is the current required for the load at hour t, Isupply(t)

is the current supplied by HRES at hour t, n is number of samples. VL

is the nominal voltage needed by the system, L(t) is the electrical load

requirements at hour t, PW(t) is the power generated by the wind turbine

at hour t, and PPV(t) is the power generated by PV modules at hour t.

If LOLP is low then it results in high cost of the system and vice versa.

8. Conclusions

HRES is increasingly being popular for remote and rural

electrification because of lower cost of PV and wind generator in recent

years. It is thought that it will be instrumental for providing electricity

to majority of 1 billion population who are deprived of electricity

mostly in developing countries. Instead of single generation system like

PV or Wind, HRES can harvest energy even when potential of one is

minimal, which increases power reliability.

Current global energy scenario and in particular the contribution of

renewable energies has been systematically included in the paper. A

concise mathematical model of several generators and battery bank has

been presented. A comprehensive review of optimization of hybrid

power system consisting of renewable sources is explained in detail.

Several optimization methods and optimization design criteria are

explained with their strength. 

The review carried out in this paper gives a concise yet reasonably

good idea about the tools that researchers have been using for several

decades for optimizing the HRES either grid - tied or not. Furthermore,

the inclusion of scope diagram for easy visualization of the contents of

the paper gives a clear visualization of the contents of the paper. The

two tables with the details of optimization techniques and optimization

of HRES based on several important criteria come handy for all the

researchers and academics.
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